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abstract 

Competition between electrons Coulomb repulsion and impurity potential on the effective system band 

structure and phase diagram of an electrons interacting impurity doped square lattice in the half band 

filling investigate. For this purpose, we introduce a method for studying this system in the dynamical 

mean field theory (DMFT)+ coherent potential approximation (CPA) and multi-site beyond super cell 

approximation. By using calculated realistic band structures, competition between these parameters in the 

system phase diagram investigate.  Our calculated band structures shows that  ( 4t  , u=0)  is a point 

which Anderson insulator phase observes, by increasing Coulomb repulsion energy gap between splitted 

energy bands reduces and the gap between these bands completely disappears at uc1=3.11t and uc1=2.7t 

for the DMFT+CPA and 4 sites beyond super cell approximation respectively. For Coulomb repulsion 

strength greater than uc1, u>uc1, the two bands merges to a single energy band, hence creating a metallic 

AF state.  The metallic state occurs in a region where the strength of the Coulomb interaction is large 

enough to overcome the disorder potential effects. This metallic state extended until uc2=13.99t   and 

uc2=8.15t for DMFT+CPA and 4 sites beyond super cell approximation respectively. These metallic state 

sandwiches between two insulators states, Anderson-Mott insulation u<uc1 and Mott-Anderson insulation 

u>uc2.  Another important result is observing partial flat valance and conduction bands at fermi energy for 

especial repulsion strengths. 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Quantum many particle systems with Coulomb repulsion plus impurity doping play an important role in 

the condensed matter physics [1-5]. Competition between kinetic energy, electronic correlation, periodic 

lattice potential and disorder potential in a two-dimensional square lattice is an important issue for 
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decades and is still under debated [6, 7]. The metal-insulator phase transition driven by only one energy 

scale at the half band filling in the two-dimensional systems seems to be relatively well understood as 

follows: (i) The on-site Coulomb interaction opens a Mott gap, (ii) the periodic lattice potential opens a 

band gap, and (iii) strong disorder induces an Anderson gap [8-14]. But when the Coulomb interaction 

and disorder compete with each other and with lattice potential, the problem becomes complicate. 

Numerous numerical and analytical methods have been used to examine the competition between 

coulomb repulsion and disorder strength[15-26] . The importance of examining interacting systems with  

disorder lies in the fact that there are a variety of real systems in which the Coulomb and disorder 

interactions play an important role, for example a disordered perovskite compounds, layered 

dichalcogenide 1T-TaS2 with Cu intercalation, Sr2Ir1−xRhxO4 at low doping, nano-arrays on two-

dimensional surfaces[27-30] , granular deposits of transition metal-based systems [31, 32], and  two-

dimensional metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors [33, 34].  While the experiments on thin 

metallic films were in good agreement with the early theories, the observation of a metal-insulator phase 

transition in the 2D metal oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs)[33] challenged the 

older paradigm. There is as yet no definitive explanation of the origin of the metallic behaviors in the 

above system  [5]. In addition to solid-state physics, there are also disorder interactive systems in the field 

of cold atoms in optical lattice [35-39]. A major advantage of cold atoms in optical lattices is the high 

degree of controllability of the interaction and the disorder strength, thereby allowing a detailed 

verification of theoretical predictions [17]. In particular, these quantum many-body systems will allow for 

the first experimental investigation of the simultaneous presence of strong interactions and strong 

disorder. This very interesting regime is not easily accessible in the correlated electron materials. Namely, 

at or close to half band filling where interaction effects become particularly pronounced, strong disorder 

implies fluctuations (e.g., of local energies) of the order of the band-width, which usually leads to 

structural instabilities. These limitations are absent in the case of cold atoms in optical lattices where 

disorder can be tuned to becomes arbitrarily strong without destroying the experimental setup [17].  

The Hubbard model has been intensively studied via various numerical methods such as quantum Monte 

Carlo and cluster-dynamical mean field theory approaches[40-43]. Here we explore the interplay of 

electron correlation plus disorder in a 2D square lattice by using beyond super cell approximation. The 

impurity super cell Green function solved by QMC method.  

Model and results 

We start our investigation by studying disorder Hubbard model for an interacting alloy system, which is 

given by 

†
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(1)                                          

where 
†
i ic (c )    is the creation (annihilation) operator of an electron with spin σ on lattice site i,   

†
i i in̂ c c   is the number operator and ijt 

 are the random hopping integrals between i and j lattice 

sites with spin σ and   respectively. u is the onsite Coulomb repulsion between electrons with opposite 

spin. μ is the chemical potential which at half band filling is µ=u/2, and εi is the alloy random on-site 



energy, where takes and −δ/2 with probability 1− c for the host sites and δ/2 with probability c for 
impurity sites . 

In the imaginary time τ, the equation of motion for electrons corresponding to the system Hamiltonian, 

Eq. (1), is given by, 
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where I in the spin space is a 2 × 2 unit matrix, 
ij ijt t I     and two particle Green function G2(i, j; τ) 

defined by 
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The single particle equation of motion corresponding to Eq. (2) in the effective medium theory is given by 
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where self-energy matrix (i,l; )    defined by 

2
l
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The relation between interacting disorder single particle Green function G(τ ), average single particle 

Green function G( )  and two particle Green function G2(τ ) in the real and spin spaces that obtains from 

Eqs. (2) and (5) is 

2G( ) G( ) G( )(G ( ) ( )G( ))         .                                                                  (6) 

Eq. (6) can be reduce to a super cell by using effective medium super cell approximation (EMSCA). The 

details of  EMSCA process are given in our  previous work  .[44]. By applying EMSCA to the interacting 

system, Eq. (6) reduces to 

imp imp imp
sc sc sc 2sc sc scG ( ) G ( ) G ( )(G ( ) ( )G ( ))         .                                        (7) 

Equation (7) could be written as 



c c

1 imp imp 1 1
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           .                           (8) 

Equation (8) could be separated into two following equations 

sc sc sc sc scG ( ) g ( ) g ( ) ( )G ( )                                                                              (9) 

and  

imp imp
sc sc sc 2scG ( ) g ( ) g ( )G ( )                                                                                      (10) 

where gsc(τ ) is called super cell cavity Green function with no interaction on its sites. Equations (9) and 
(10) imply that our calculations reduced to a super cell. Super cell average of Eq. (10) leads to Eq. (9) 

where 

      
imp
2sc sc scG ( ) ( )G ( )         ,     

imp
sc scG ( ) G ( )     .                                              (11)  

Another method for deriving Eqs. (9) and (10) is applying effective medium super cell approximation 

(EMSCA) to the interacting disorder system total action, S. Detail of this method  are given in our 

previous work[44]. 

To solve Eq. (10) we should find the two particle supercell impurity Green function 
imp
2scG ( )   in terms 

of super cell single particle Green function imp
scG ( ) . To do this here we use following Hubbard–

Stratonovich transformation. By dividing imaginary time τ ∈ [0, β] into M small portions 
M


   and 

using Hubbard–Stratonovich transformation it is possible to convert action Ssc to Ising like fields [45-49] 

hence two particle impurity super cell Green function 
imp
2scG ( )   into production of an Ising like fields 

and imp
scG ( )  

 0
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In the actual calculation of imaginary time discretized of Eq. (12) the following form are using [45] 

   s s0 0
V Vimp 1 1

sc sc(G ( , )) (g ( , )) e e 1
    

       l l l l   .                                                   (14) 

Here we examine the interacting disorder Hamiltonian in the single-site (DMFT+CPA) and multi-site 

NC=4 beyond super cell approximations by using the QMC method with parameters T/t=0.28 and c=0.5. 

Details of the method are given in our previous work [44]. Electronic square lattice systems with 



Coulomb repulsion interaction plus impurity doping extensively studied but the advantage of our work 

with respect to the previous works is preserving multi sites scattering effects and eliminating fake states to 

obtain realistic band structure. Figure 1 (a) and (b) shows comparison of the dos extracted from realistic 

bands and the dos directly obtained from calculated local effective Green function for Nc=1 and Nc=4. 

The fake states in the dos directly obtained from calculated effective local Green function are clearly 

visible. So, the density of states that directly calculated from calculated effective local Green function is 

not the real density of states of system . Following the method presented in our previous work[44] , the 

fake states of the density of states are  removed and the real density of the states is calculated. To reveal 

advantage of presented  method we calculate renormalized square lattice bands in the DMFT and four 

sites, Nc = 4, beyond super cell approximation for 4t   and different electrons Coulomb repulsions.  

 

Figure 1 shows (a) comparison of the dos extracted from realistic bands and the dos obtained from 

calculated local effective Green function for Nc=1. (b) comparison of the dos extracted from realistic 

bands and the dos obtained from calculated beyond super cell local effective Green function for Nc=4. We 

see that DMFT over estimates metallic-insulator phase transition.  

Electron localization could be extracted from different quantities such as  G( / 2)    curve in terms of 

u/t when it goes to zero, the quasi-particle weight Z, the calculated dos when become zero at Fermi 

energy and splitting calculated bands at Fermi energy[8]. Since  G( / 2)   ,  Z and dos obtain directly 

from the calculated local Green function, and the local Green function contains fake states, thus directly 

using them cannot provide accurate critical Coulomb repulsion and impurity strength that electrons 

localized points that a metal-insulator phase transitions occurs. To highlight strongness of our method, for 

the disorder potential 8.0t  ,  the calculated G( / 2)    in terms of the Coulomb repulsion u/t and 

also band structures at critical values for DMFT and Nc=4 beyond super cell approximation  are plotted.  

 



Our results for DMFT   presented in Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) shows that, two phase transitions occurs at  (

8.0t  , uc1=4.5t) and ( 8.0t  , uc2=30.0t), but our calculated realistic band structures that illustrated in 

the Figure 2(b) and 2(c) shows that phase transitions occurs at ( 8.0t  , uc1=11.33t)  and ( 8.0t  , 

uc2=21.5t ). The difference between these predicted critical values is due to the presence of fake states in 

the calculated local Green function. 

 

 

Figure 2 shows  (a) a 2d square interacting disordered system G( / 2)    in terms  of u/t in the DMFT 

approximation, Nc=1 , at G( / 2)   . This shows that the phase transition occurs at lower point (

8.0t  , uc1=4.5t) ,  and at higher point ( 8.0t  , uc2=30.0t). (b) and (c)  illustrate calculated realistic 

bands at lower critical value ( 8.0t  , uc1=11.33t) and higher critical value  ( 8.0t  ,  uc2=21.5t) , 

respectively. 

 

 



Our results for Nc=4 beyond super cell approximation shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows that the 

lower phase transition occurs at ( 8.0t  , uc1=6.0t) ,  and higher ( 8.0t  , uc2=20.0t) , but according to 

the calculated realistic band structures, Figure 3(b) and 3(c), lower phase transition occurs at   ( 8.0t  , 

uc1=10.0t) ,  but  higher phase transition happens at ( 8.0t  , uc2=15.0t). The difference between these 

predicted critical values is due to the presence of fake states in the calculated local Green function. 

 

 

 

Figure 3  shows  (a) a 2d square interacting disordered system G( / 2)   in terms  of u/t in the beyond 

super cell approximation, Nc=4 , at 8.0t  . This shows that the phase transition occurs at lower point (

8.0t   uc1=6.0t) ,  and at higher point ( 8.0t   uc2=20.0t). (b) and (c)  illustrate calculated realistic 

bands at lower critical value ( 8.0t   uc1=10.0t) and higher critical value  ( 8.0t   uc2=15.0t) 

respectively. 



Comparison of  figures 2 and 3, illustrate that the critical values of the multi-site approximation is less 

than the single-site approximation. In other words, the calculated critical Coulomb repulsion by multi-site 

approximation is lower than the single-site approximation, because in multi-site approximation, the 

effects of  inter-site correlation are considered. Another result that can be emphasize in Figure 2(a) and 

3(a), is the competition between electrons Coulomb interaction and impurity disorder potential, which 

leads to creation of  different phases in this system. Two metallic to an insulator phase transition can be 

detected through G( / 2)   , but it is not possible to distinguish the exact critical Coulomb repulsion 

and disorder strengths of these phase transition points. 

To complete our results, we discuss competition between electrons Coulomb repulsion and impurity 

potential on the system band structure and its electrical properties.  We calculated bands structure of this 

system in the Nc=1 and   Nc=4 sites beyond super cell approximation by fixing impurity strength at 4t   

for a range of Coulomb interactions. These results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. For the case of a non-

interacting system, u=0, and disorder potential 4t  , the system bands are separated where valance band 

is full but conduction band is empty, so the system is an insulator. By increasing electrons repulsion, 

energy gap between these bands reduces and at lower critical strength uc1=3.11t and uc1=2.7t for DMFT 

and Nc=4 beyond super cell approximation completely disappears respectively. For repulsion greater than 

lower critical value, u > uc1, the two bands merge to form a single-band, hence a paramagnetic metallic 

state observes. The metallic state occurs in a region that the strength of the Coulomb interaction is large 

enough to overcome the disorder potential. These metallic states observe for larger u until upper critical 

value uc2=13.99t   and uc2=8.15t for DMFT and Nc=4 beyond super cell approximation respectively. For 

u>uc2 the system bands separate hence system becomes an insulator. Figure 4 shows calculated bands and 

density of states for the DMFT for fixed disorder potential 4.0t    but different interaction strengths. 

From Figure 4, we can easily see competition between electrons Coulomb repulsion and impurity disorder 

potential in the phase transition process, in which the system first is in the Anderson insulated state, then 

by increasing electrons Coulomb repulsion the gap between valance and conduction bands decreases until 

at u=uc1=3.11t it disappears completely. At this critical value of the interaction, the insulator-metal phase 

transition occurs and this metallic state continues until u=uc2=13.99t. For values greater than uc2, a gap is 

opened between the bands and the metal-insulator phase transition occurs and the system becomes an 

insulator.  

 



 



 

Figure 4. shows calculated realistic band structure and dos in the Nc =1 approximation for (a) non-

interacting, u=0, but disorder potential 4.0t  . In this case system is an insulator. (b) u=3.11t and 

4.0t   that is a semi-metal. (c) u=7.0t and 4.0t   that is a correlated metal. (d) u=13.99t and 4.0t   

that is a semi-metal. (e) u=16.0t and 4.0t    that is an insulator. 

 

Figure 5 shows the calculated bands and DOS  of this system in the Nc=4  beyond super cell 

approximation for fixed 4.0t   but different interaction strengths. 

 

 



 

 



Figure 5 shows Nc=4  beyond super cell approximation calculated (a) bands and dos for non-interacting, 

u=0, but disorder potential 4.0t  . System is an insulator. (b) bands and dos for u=2.7t and 4.0t  . 

The system is a semi-metal. (c) bands and dos for u=4.0t and 4.0t  . System is a correlated metal. (d) 

bands and dos for u=8.15t and 4.0t  . System is a semi-metal. (e) bands and dos for u=10.0t and 

4.0t  . System is an insulator. 

The difference between the phase change trend in the multi-site beyond super cell approximation 

and single-site DMFT is in the phase transitions values of the critical repulsion interactions and 

disorder potential, where for fixed impurity potential ,  the critical repulsion interaction of multi-

site approximation is smaller than the single-site approximation, which indicates the importance 

of considering inter-site correlation. Finally, the phases transitions in the calculated realistic band 

structures more accurately observed. Our extracted phase diagram from calculated realistic band 

structure in the DMFT and Nc=4 beyond super cell illustrated in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6 shows phase diagram of an interacting disorder square lattice at half band filling in the DMFT, 

Nc=1, and Nc=4  beyond super cell approximation. 

For interacting system without disorder potential ( 0.0  ) the Coulomb repulsion critical value 

for the Mott transition in Nc=4 beyond super cell approximation is smaller than DMFT value, 

that indicates the significance of the correlation effect. By turning Coulomb repulsion and 

increasing it band gap decreases and at a range of critical values a partial flat valance band and 

also a partially flatted conduction band appears. For Coulomb repulsion strength greater than uc1, 

u>uc1, the two bands merges to a single energy band, hence creating a metallic AF state.  The 

metallic state occurs in a region where the strength of the Coulomb interaction is large enough to 

overcome the disorder potential effects. This metallic state extended until uc2=13.99t   and 

uc2=8.15t for DMFT+CPA and 4 sites beyond super cell approximation respectively. These 

metallic state sandwiches between two insulators states, Anderson-Mott insulation u<uc1 and 

Mott-Anderson insulation u>uc2.   After that (u>uc2), bands more separates. 

 

Conclusion 

We obtained band structure and phase diagram of a square lattice with local electrons Coulomb 

repulsion plus alloy disorder in the DMFT and Nc=4 beyond super cell approximation. Our 

results show that direct local density of states obtained from calculated local Green function 

includes fake states that by increasing repulsion and disorder potential number of these fake 

states increases. This leads to incorrect energy bands and phase transition prediction. We 

implemented a recipe for eliminating fake states and obtaining real band structure. We observed 

that for a range of Coulomb repulsion u, we have a semi metal with partially valance and 

conduction flat bands with high density of states at fermi energy. This is a good candidate for 



explaining high critical temperature in the square two-dimensional high temperature 

superconductors or seeking possible room temperature superconductors. 
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